RDC VIEW

Better Insights. Faster.
Banks and other financial institutions face everincreasing amounts of data and greater pressure
to optimize processes and manage resources
more efficiently. It has never been more
important to be able to effectively analyze
compliance operations, particularly for
organizations with complex processes, multiple
business lines and territories. The challenge is
accessing relevant and timely insights to inform
decisions aimed at improving performance.

A purpose-built data intelligence solution

The window into your customer screening activity

• Provide accurate reporting in real time. Make use of
unlimited dashboards and configure them according to
the specific reporting needs of individual business lines
and regions. Don’t just generate more reports, quickly
create analyses for other business units or in preparation
of audits.

RDC View is a flexible data intelligence and visualization
platform. It provides real-time reporting that empowers you
to make well-informed decisions that improve the efficiency
and effectiveness of your customer screening operation. It
has been designed to work seamlessly with our screening
solutions and enables you to easily understand your data
and extract meaningful insights, with no complex
integration procedures or processing costs.

Advanced data visualization
Simplify vast and complex data sets with charts and graphs
which provide intelligent insights at a glance.

Unlimited dashboards
There is no limit on the number of dashboards you can create
for different data sets or business units.

Real-time insights
Build reports quickly and easily with data updated in real time.

Export data
Create reports at the click of a button for management teams
and audits.

The intelligence capabilities of RDC View have been built to
meet the specific needs of compliance professionals and
answer questions relevant to your organization. Our solution
is based on hundreds of hours of customer interviews and
feedback, ensuring RDC View can help you:
•O
 ptimize processes and better manage resources.
Identify trends, track enquiry volumes, spot anomalies and
measure performance across multiple business lines and
regions. You’ll have the right insights to make informed
decisions that can streamline your operation.

•A
 ccelerate compliance decision-making. With greater
insight into screening trends and enhanced efficiency
across business lines you’ll be in a better position to
evaluate risk and make confident decisions, faster.

Delve deeper
Interactive charts make it easy to focus in on
specific data.

Compare and contrast
Analyze and compare the same data across regions
or business units.

Extract individual charts
Quickly copy an interesting chart into various
common applications.

Contact RDC today for more information or to request a demo.
U.S.: 888.533.1181
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